Areas of Essential Need:

___ Greatest Need (for mission-critical support of broad Geoscience activities)
___ William R. Dickinson Field Trip Support Fund
___ Colloquium Series Support
(Please make checks for above funds payable to University of Arizona/Geosciences)
___ George H. Davis Undergraduate Research Fund
(Please make checks for this fund payable to University of Arizona Foundation/Geosciences)

Your gifts are 100% tax deductible.

Student Support

For funds listed in this box, please indicate your choice below, and make your check payable to: University of Arizona/Geosciences

___ William R. Dickinson Field Trip Support
Supports field trips for grad/undergrad students.

___ Bert S. Butler Graduate Scholarship
Student qualifications include character, ability, and financial need.

___ Orlo E. Childs Undergraduate Scholarship
Supports students studying the Colorado Plateau or the Rocky Mountain Region.

___ Cranwell-Smith Graduate Scholarship
Supports students studying palyonology.

___ Paul S. Martin Scholarship
Supports grad/undergrad students in Quaternary studies.

___ Evans B. Mayo Undergraduate Scholarship
Supports students studying structural geology.

___ David Moore Undergraduate Scholarship
Supports students contributing to field geology.

___ Graduate Scholarships
Unrestricted support for purposes like travel to meetings.

___ Maxwell N. Short Graduate/Senior Scholarship
Supports students studying the geology of the Southwest or Northern Mexico.

___ Wilson Thompson Graduate Scholarship
Supports students interested in environmental studies.

___ Spencer R. Tittley Graduate Scholarship
Supports students involved in economic geology or mineral resources.

___ Summer Field Camp Support
Supports all costs of field camp, including scholarships.

___ Undergraduate Scholarships
Unrestricted support for purposes like travel to meetings.

For funds listed in this box, please indicate your choice below, and make your check payable to: University of Arizona Foundation/Geosciences. You may also donateto these funds on-line at www.geo.arizona.edu/support

___ Geosciences Unrestricted Support
Department Head will determine how to best use these gifts.

___ Chernoff Family Field Experiences Scholarship
Supports grad/undergrad students conducting or participating in field studies.

___ Peter J. Coney Graduate Scholarship
Supports students pursuing an advanced degree in structural tectonics.

___ George H. Davis Undergraduate Research Fund
Provides supports for undergraduate students to participate in Geosciences Department research projects.

___ Diane C. Ferris Undergraduate Scholarship
Supports students attending Summer Field Camp.

___ Kartchner Caverns Scholarship
Supports grad/undergrad students in Geosciences.

___ Keith L. Katzer Graduate Scholarship
Supports students studying Quaternary Geology and Geomorphology, especially in the US Great Basin.

___ Kenneth A. Lovstrom Undergraduate Scholarship
Supports students majoring in Geochemistry.

___ J. David Lowell Graduate Scholarship
Supports students pursuing an advanced degree in economic geology.

___ H. Wesley Peirce Graduate Scholarship
Supports students involved in field work focused on Arizona or Southwestern geology.

___ John & Nancy Sumner Scholarship
Supports grad/undergrad students in geophysics.

___ Tiger Scholarship Fund - Designed to attract and retain top undergraduate students

Please send 1) your check, 2) a copy of this page indicating which fund you want to support, and 3) matching-gift forms to:
Development Office • Department of Geosciences • University of Arizona • PO Box 210077 • Tucson, AZ 85721

Thank you for helping build a strong UA Geosciences!